Caution: This building has been evaluated, found to be seriously damaged and is unsafe to occupy, as described below:

Inspector Comments:

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Do not enter, except as specifically authorized in writing by jurisdiction. Entry may result in death or injury.

Usability Categories:
- R1: Unsafe but stable. Strengthening, repairs may be possible.
- R2: Unsafe and unstable. May not be repairable.
- R3: At risk from adjacent premises or from ground failure.

Building Name and Address:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Do not enter, except as specifically authorized in writing by jurisdiction. Entry may result in death or injury.

Usability Categories:
- R1: Unsafe but stable. Strengthening, repairs may be possible.
- R2: Unsafe and unstable. May not be repairable.
- R3: At risk from adjacent premises or from ground failure.

Local Authority: ________________________

(Caution: Aftershocks since evaluation may increase damage and risk; reevaluation may be required.)

This building was evaluated under emergency conditions for:

_____________________________________
(Local Authority)

Inspector ID/Agency: ________________________

Do Not Remove, Alter, or Cover this Placard until Authorized by Local Authority or the NDMA